Once again, New Mexico education organizations have come together to coordinate the New Mexico Educators Conference~DON’T MISS IT!

The NMSTE Executive Board of Directors, the NMASCD Executive Board of Directors, the NMLA, and Learning Forward share a great mission: to improve the achievement of all public, private, and home schooled children in PK-20 educational environments. Based upon this common mission, all organizations pledge to work together in organizing conference, research, and educational proposals when all identified entities are able to come together in form and function. Some common areas to initiate this resolution exist in professional development school expansion, action research, P-20 initiatives, technologies for student learning, administrative operations, educational research, and accountability reporting systems.

**REGISTER NOW!!!**
https://sites.google.com/site/nmeducatorsconference/ for more details and registration information.

**Keynote Speaker ReLeah Cossett Lent**

“Now, perhaps more than at any time in the past, we must prepare our students for a world that we cannot even describe. That means helping them discover themselves as learners, engage in the infinite joys of literacy, and understand that education means more—much more—than passing a test.”

**Overcoming Textbook Fatigue: 21st Century Tools to Revitalize Teaching and Learning**

**Sample of Conference sessions:**
*What Every Teacher Should Know About PARCC*
*Media Literacy: A Key Component in Supporting Middle School Students in Meeting the Common Core Reading Standards*
*iLit—Inspiring Struggling Readers through the power of the iPad*
*Assessing Classroom Language Use To Accelerate Comprehension and Academic Speaking*
*The Assessment Calendar: A tool to assist with data-driven decision making*
*Using 21st Century Digital Tools to Enhance Student Learning for Teachers and Parents*
*Digital Tools to Support Students with Reading difficulty in the Common Core*
*ePortfolios for Participatory Learning*
*Gatekeeper Suicide Prevention*

$150 REGISTRATION INCLUDES meals + your copy of Overcoming Textbook Fatigue: 21st Century Tools to Revitalize Teaching and Learning
3 hour iPad workshop available for $750-includes iPad and conference registration